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Philosophy

• Fundamental nature of existence
• Objective vs. Subjective
• Reality vs. Understanding
• True Truth vs. Lived Experience
• Bible and History vs. Experience and Feeling
• Look Out vs. Look In



Grammar

• Pronouns take the place of nouns
• Can be singular or plural (I/we)
• First, second, or third person (I, you, they) 
• Objective or subjective
• Us and we - first person, both plural



We are buying chocolate desserts at Temper 
in Dundarave.

Andrew Chong is buying us chocolate 
desserts at Temper in Dundarave.



- we is a subject pronoun; us is an object pronoun

- we: performs the action; us: receives the action 

- subject and object? importance and significance?

- without subject: no benefit to the object



Reflective Reading 

Watch for:

1. Emphasis on objective truth not lived experience
2. God as the subject who performs action
3. People as the object who receive the action 

Prepare. Concentrate. Listen. Reflect.
Eyes closed > Absorbing or Open > Reading





Footprints in the Sand

One night I dreamed a dream.
I was walking along the beach 

with my Lord.
Across the dark sky flashed 

scenes from my life.



For each scene, I noticed two sets
of footprints in the sand,

one belonging to me
and one to my Lord.

When the last scene of my life shot before me
I looked back at the footprints in the sand.



There was only one set of footprints.
I realized that this was at the lowest

and saddest times of my life.
This always bothered me
and I questioned the Lord

about my dilemma.



"Lord, you told me when I decided to 
follow You,

You would walk and talk with me 
along the way.

But I'm aware that during most of the 
troublesome times of my life



there is only one set of 
footprints.

I just don't understand why, 
when I needed You most, 

You leave me."



He whispered, "My precious child,
I love you and will never leave you

never, ever, during your trials and testings.
When you saw only one set of footprints

it was then that I carried you.“

M. Fishback Powers



Implications

• You?
• Christian life is first understanding God for who He is > 

hopeful
• 2020 is a lived experience culture - with all the advantages, 

we run the risk of not learning about who God is > less hope
• For those who do not identify as Christian > incredible hope 

is offered


